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1.An application contains cases which transition though different statuses throughout their life cycle which 
typ.ca, months. 
Design a reporting strategy to display the number of cases by status at the end of each month for a 12 
month period. 
A. Configure an agent to record monthly case status in a separate table and report on that table. 
B. Configure an activity to generate the data in the clipboard and report using a custom section. 
C. Configure a summary report that leverages sub reports for each month. 
D. Configure a Declare index to record case data to a separate table. 
Answer: A 
 
2.While configuring GetNextWork, overriding the System Settings rule 
GetNextWork__WorkBasketUrgencyThreshold imposes a minimum cutoff value for assignment urgency. 
Which statement accurately depicts the system behavior when the 
GetNextWork_WorkBaseketUrgencyThreshold setting is overridden? 
A. The override ignores other criteria in GetNextWork. 
B. The override causes the application to revisit workbaskets for assignments with lower urgency. 
C. The override causes a search of only those assignments with the urgency higher than the threshold 
value. 
D. The override causes a search of all assignments in a work queue that equal or exceed the set urgency 
threshold. 
Answer: D 
 
3.XYZ Corp requires employees to designate alternate operators to perform their work while they are on 
vacation. Work vacationing operators should be visible to alternate operators. 
How do you configure the application to handle this requirement? 
A. Add a ValueList Property to Data Admin-Operator-ID. Alternate operators add vacationing persons to 
their ValueList. Modify the Assign Worklist report definition to include this ValueList. Modify security 
accordingly to allow access. 
B. Modify the user portal to only display team members for which the operator has been designated an 
alternate. Clicking on an operator displays that operator's worklist. Assignments are opened accordingly. 
C. Define a custom Access When rule named pxAssignedToMeOr Alternate. Modify the pyUserWorkList 
Report Definition using this rule to display every Assign-Worklist assignment within the WorkGroup. 
D. Develop an agent that transfers worklist assignments from the operator going on vacation, when that 
vacation starts, to the alternate operator. When vacation ends, transfer uncompleted assignments back. 
Answer: B 
 
4.DRAG DROP 
XYZ Inc.'s COE wants case life cycle developers to use a field group named "Claim" regardless of the 
application being developed. 
Select and move the three tasks that the COE performs for this requirement to the Task List column and 
place them in the correct order. (Choose Three) 
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Answer: 

 
 
5.A shipping case needs to wait n specific time period before progressing in its flow. The developer is 
considering using ;i wait shape or an assignment with an SI A to perform this (unction. 
Identify the two requirements for which a wait shape is the simpler approach. (Choose Two) 
A. Adjust the case urgency when the assignment is created. 
B. Manually step past the waiting point prior to the designated time. 
C. Present a custom UI form to the user while waiting to expire. 
D. Automatically bypass locking when the assignment is created. 
Answer: B,D 
 
 


